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In the totally anonymous shared memory model of asynchronous distributed computing, processes
haveno identifier and run identical programs.Moreover, processes have identical interface to the shared
memory, and in particular, there are no single-writer registers. This paper assumes that processes do
not fail, and the shared memory consists only of read/write registers, which are initialized to some
default value. A complete characterization of the functions and agreement tasks that can be solved in
this model is presented. Furthermore, it is shown that if a function is computable, then two registers
are sufficien for some algorithm to compute it. Consensus is an important agreement task that can be
computed. The paper proves logarithmic lower bounds on the number of registers and rounds needed
for solving consensus in this model. A consensus protocol using a linear number of shared registers
and rounds is also presented. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
1. INTRODUCTION
In this work, we study the totally anonymous shared memory model of asynchronous distributed
computing. Like in previous works that studied computations by identical processes, e.g., [1, 2], we
assume that processes have no identifier and run identical programs. We also assume that the means
by which processes access the shared memory are identical to all processes. This implies, for example,
that a process cannot have a private register to which only this process may write and all other processes
can read, as is usually assumed.
This model is related to an environment where an unknown set of processes executes a common
task using a “public” server, in which the communication media cannot distinguish between different
processes. This describes an environment where the connection of a process to the shared server can
come up dynamically.
We are mainly interested in the computation power of the totally anonymous model, namely, which
distributed tasks [17] can be computed by it. We assume that processes do not fail and that the shared
memory consists only of read/write shared registers, which are initialized to some default value. We
mostly assume that the number of processes that execute a given task is unknown. We restrict our
attention to agreement tasks, in which each process has a private input, and processes have to agree on
the same output. Such a task define a relation between input vectors and possible outputs. A relation is
a function if the corresponding output is uniquely determined by the processes’ inputs (e.g., the AND
function).
An important example of an agreement task is the consensus task [13, 18], where the output should
be the input of some process and all processes should agree on it. Consensus is a fundamental problem
in distributed computing: Solving consensus means reaching agreement between remote processes,
which is an essential part of many distributed algorithms. In asynchronous systems, consensus cannot
be solved in the presence of failures [8].
We present a full characterization of the functions that can be computed in this model and show that
if a function is computable, then it can be computed with only two shared registers. The characterization
1 An extended abstract of this paper appeared in proceedings of the 12th International Symposium on Distributed Comput-
ing, September 1998, (S. Kutten, Ed.), Lecture Notes in Computer Science, Vol. 1499, pp. 49–61, Springer-Verlag, Berlin/
New York.
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puts prohibitive limitations on the input domain of computable functions; many natural functions, e.g.,
Boolean AND, cannot be computed in this model. On the other hand, we show that some nontrivial
functions are computable in this model.
We introduce a (fault-free) consensus protocol in which both the number of shared registers and the
number of rounds are linear in the number of processes. Then, we give a complete characterization
of the agreement tasks solvable in the model. The consensus protocol is used to prove the suff ciency
condition of the characterization.
We present lower bounds on the complexity of solutions for computable tasks.We prove that(log N )
registers are needed for solving consensus, where N is the number of processes. The proof combines
two techniques: The bivalence argument of Fischer et al. [8] and the covering technique introduced
by Burns and Lynch [4]. We also prove an (log N ) lower bound on the round complexity needed
for solving consensus. This proof also uses the bivalence argument [8]. Since consensus is one of the
computable tasks in our model, the lower bounds on the complexity of solving consensus imply lower
bounds on every generic protocol for computing tasks, indicating the diff culty of computing in our
model.
Jayanti and Toueg [12] studied two anonymous read/write shared memory models: In the f rst model,
which is only partially anonymous, processes have no names but the shared registers are single writer
(each process has its “own” register). The second model is similar to ours (it is totally anonymous),
but the shared memory is not initialized to a known state. The def nition of the models immediately
implies that our model is at least as powerful as the totally anonymous model of [12]. In the f rst model,
the wakeup task [9] and the consensus task [13, 18] can be solved, but the leader election task cannot
be solved; in the second model, all these tasks, and in particular, consensus, cannot be solved. In our
model, consensus can be computed but wakeup cannot (the impossibility result of [12] is valid for our
model as well). Therefore, our model is less powerful than the f rst, partially anonymous model of [12]
and it is more powerful than their second, totally anonymous model.
Burns and Lynch [4] proved that every protocol for mutual exclusion among N processes, using
read/write shared registers, requires N shared registers. (Mutual exclusion cannot be solved in the
totally anonymous model.) Our proof of the lower bound on the number of registers for consensus uses
a technique of covering registers, which is similar to the technique used by Burns and Lynch. Different
variants of this technique appear in the hiding lemma used by Moran and Taubenfeld [16] to prove
impossibility of wait-free counting, and in the reconstruction lemma used by Brit and Moran [3] to
prove equivalence between wait-freedom and bounded wait-freedom in periodic public data structures.
The covering technique was also used by Jayanti et al. [11] to prove that (n) space is required to
implement many common objects, e.g., Increment or Compare&Swap, from historyless objects, e.g.,
registers.
Styer and Peterson [19] studied mutual exclusion and leader election in a read/write shared memory
model, where processes are symmetric—they have identif ers which can only be compared. Again,
these tasks cannot be solved in the anonymous model. Styer and Peterson proved that N registers are
necessary for deadlock-free mutual exclusion and they must be written and that two N − 1 registers are
necessary for lockout-freemutual exclusion in thememoryless system. (This extends the lower bound of
Burns and Lynch [4] and uses their covering technique.) Styer and Peterson also proved that log N+1
registers are necessary for leader election between N processes. This result implies that log N + 1
registers are required for general (nonbinary) consensus in our model. Our lower bound holds for binary
consensus, and hence it does not follow from the lower bound of Styer and Peterson [19].
Fischer et al. [8] proved the impossibility of asynchronous consensus in the presence of one faulty
process. This proof introduces an important tool for impossibility and lower bound proofs—the existence
of bivalent states—which was used extensively afterwards, e.g., [5, 7, 10, 14, 15], mainly in the context
of impossibility results in fault tolerant computations. Our lower bounds use bivalence arguments,
demonstrating an interesting connection between models with distinct, possibly faulty processes, and
models with totally anonymous, nonfaulty processes.
Fich et al. [7] proved that every randomized wait-free consensus algorithm, using read/write oper-
ations, requires (
√
N ) registers; they use the covering technique [4] and bivalence arguments [8].
The lower bound is f rst proved for identical processes, using process cloning, which is similar to the
multiplication technique used in our lower bounds (Section 2.3). Then, the lower bound is extended to
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nonidentical processes. Our lower bound for consensus cannot be extended in a similar manner, since
nonidentical processes can solve consensus using a constant number of registers, following the protocol
for computing functions (Section 3).
2. PRELIMINARIES
2.1. The Model
We consider an asynchronous system of N ≥ 2 anonymous nonfaulty processes, communicating
via read/write shared registers; a process can read from or write to every shared register. For ease of
exposition, we refer to the processes by the unique names p1, . . . , pN , but the names are not available
to the processes themselves.
Each process pi has local input and output registers and an unbounded amount of internal storage.
The input and output registers together with the internal storage comprise the internal state of pi . Initial
states prescribe starting values to the input register and the internal storage, and the empty value to the
output register. A process is in a termination state if its output register is not empty.
A process pi acts according to a transition function, determining for each internal state of pi the next
action of pi and the new internal state of pi . The next action of pi includes whether this is a read or a
write, to which register, and what is the value written (if this is a write). The new internal state of pi
depends on the previous state of pi and the result of the action (if this is a read).
A protocol is a specif cation of the initial values in the shared memory and internal storage, and a
transition function; we assume these are the same for all processes.
We assume that the protocol is uniform; that is, N , the total number of processes in the system, is
unknown, unless stated otherwise.
A configuration consists of the internal state of each process, together with the values of the shared
registers. An initial configuration of a protocol P requires every process to be in an initial state (which
def nes the value of its input register) prescribed by P and the shared registers to contain default values.
Note that the shared memory is initialized to some known state.
A step takes one conf guration to a successive conf guration and involves a primitive step of a single
process. A primitive step of process p in the model is one of the following types:
1. readp(r ): p reads the value of the register r .
2. writep(r, v): p writes the value v to the register r .
3. nopp: p does nothing.
The read and write steps are performed by process p only if it is not in a termination state, while the
nop step is performed only if p is in a termination state.
All following def nitions are with respect to a specif c protocol P .
If p is a process and C is a conf guration, then p(C) denotes the conf guration obtained after p takes
a step in C according to the transition function of P .
A schedule is a sequence of process names. If σ = pi1 , pi2 , . . . , pin is a f nite schedule and C is a
conf guration, then σ (C) denotes pin (pin−1 (. . . pi1 (C) . . .)).
An execution of P is a (f nite or inf nite) sequence of the form
C0, pi1 , C1, pi2 , C2, pi3 , . . . ,
where for every k, Ck is a conf guration, pik is a process, and Ck is pik (Ck−1). An execution describes a
sequence of successive conf gurations that are generated when processes take steps.
An initial conf guration and a schedule uniquely determine an execution, and vice versa. Given an
execution α = C0, pi1 , C1, pi2 , C2, . . . , sched(α) = pi1 , pi2 , . . . is the schedule that corresponds to α.
Given a schedule σ = pi1 , pi2 , . . . and a conf guration C , the execution that results from applying the
schedule σ from the conf guration C , denoted (C, σ ), is the execution
C, pi1 , pi1 (C), pi2 , pi2 (pi1 (C)), . . . .
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An inf nite schedule σ is fair if each process appears inf nitely many times in σ . An inf nite execution
α is fair if sched(α) is fair.
If σ1 is a f nite schedule and σ2 is a schedule, then σ1 · σ2 is the schedule obtained by concatenating
σ1 and σ2. If σ = σ1 · σ2, we denote σ2 by σ − σ1.
If α is a f nite execution and σ is a schedule, then (α, σ ) denotes the extension of α with the schedule
σ ; if C0 is the f rst conf guration in α then (α, σ ) is (C0, sched(α) · σ ). If α is a f nite execution, then
Cend (α) is the last conf guration in α.
2.2. Solving Tasks
In its most general setting, a distributed task T is a relation, consisting of a set of pairs (X¯ , T [X¯ ]),
where X¯ is an input vector and T [X¯ ] is a nonempty set of output vectors that are allowable for X¯ [17].
A vector X¯ is a legal input vector for a task T if there is a pair (X¯ , S) in T . The set of legal input vectors
for T is the domain of T and is denoted byDT . In this work we restrict our attention to agreement tasks
in which all processes agree on the same output; in this case, we represent each output vector in T [X¯ ]
as a scalar, with the obvious meaning.
An agreement task T is a function if the corresponding relation is a function—for every legal input
vector, X¯ , T [X¯ ] is a singleton. We use the letter R to denote an agreement task which is not necessarily
a function and the letter f to denote an agreement task which is a function.
A typical example of an agreement task is K -valued consensus. The inputs for this task are vectors
of integers from the range {0, . . . , K − 1}. All the values that appear in an input vector X¯ are allowed
outputs for X¯ .
A protocolP solves (or computes) an agreement task R if for every vector X¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) ∈ DR
and every fair execution α such that pi has an input xi in α:
1. every process eventually writes a decision d ∈ R[X¯ ] into its local output registers in α; and
2. the decisions of all processes are the same.
If process p writes a decision d in execution α, we say that p decides on d in α.
2.3. Basic Properties of the Model
A basic property of the totally anonymous model is that a single process can be replaced with a group
of processes in which every process has the same input, and vice versa. In this section, we def ne notions
of multiplication and equivalence, capturing this property. The impossibility results and lower bounds
presented later rely on these notions.
Given a f nite execution α, the view of a process p after α, denoted α | p, is the vector containing the
internal state of p and the values of the shared registers in Cend (α). If α | p = β | q and p decides on v
in α, then q decides on v in β as well.
Using the notion of a view, we def ne when one execution hides another one. Informally, an execution
α hides an execution β if for every process in α there is a process in β with the same view. For example,
if α is an execution of a single process p with input 0 and β is an execution of two processes—p with
input 0 and q with input 1, where every write of q is immediately overwritten by p—then α hides β.
As another example, consider an execution α′ of two processes p and p′, both with input 0, such that
p and p′ take their steps together (one step of p1 followed by one step of p2); α′ also hides β.
The formal def nition is as follows. A f nite execution α of processes p1, . . . , pk hides a f nite
execution β of processes q1, . . . , qn , denoted α  β, if for every pi there is q j such that α | pi = β | q j .
We also say that β is hidden by α.
If α  β and β  α, i.e., they hide each other, then α and β are equivalent, denoted α ≈ β.
When α and β are inf nite, α ≈ β if there is an inf nite sequence {αi }∞i=0 of f nite distinct pref xes of
α and an inf nite sequence {βi }∞i=0 of f nite distinct pref xes of β such that αi ≈ βi , for every i .
Let σ be a schedule of processes q1, . . . , qn , and let {P1, . . . , Pn} be a set of groups of processes,
where Pi = {p1i , p2i , . . . , pl(i)i }, i = 1, . . . , n. The multiplication of σ by {P1, . . . , Pn} is the schedule
obtained from σ by substituting every appearance of qi in σ with the sequence p1i , p
2
i , . . . , p
l(i)
i , for
every i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n.
The notion of multiplication is extended to executions by replicating the input values. Let α be an
execution of processes q1, . . . , qn such that the input of qi in α is xi . β is the multiplication of α by
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{P1, . . . , Pn} if process p ji has an input xi in β for every i , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and j , 1 ≤ j ≤ l(i), and sched(β)
is the multiplication of sched(α) by {P1, . . . , Pn}.
The next lemma shows that an execution and its multiplication are very similar.
LEMMA 2.1. Let α be an execution of processes q1, . . . , qn. If β is the multiplication of α by
{P1, . . . , Pn}, then for every i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and for any p ∈ Pi , α | qi = β | p, and the same set
of registers is written in α and β.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the length of α.
Basis: If the length of α is 0, then α and β are empty executions. Thus, the shared memory is in the
initial state in Cend (α) and Cend (β). Every process p ∈ Pi is in the same state as qi , because they have
the same input. Hence, α | qi = β | p. No register is written in both executions.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for α; we prove it for α′ which is the extension of α by a
step of process qk . Let β and β ′ be the multiplications of α and α′ by {P1, . . . , Pn}, respectively. The
shared memory is in the same state in Cend (α) and Cend (β); for every i and every p′ ∈ Pi , qi and p′ are
in the same state in Cend (α) and Cend (β).
Processes qk and p ∈ Pk are in the same state in Cend (α) and Cend (β), respectively, and therefore,
the next steps of qk and p are the same. Since the memory state in Cend (α′) is the same as in Cend (β ′),
the values read from the memory (if this is a read step) are the same; since qk and p ∈ Pk are in the
same state, the value written to the memory (if this is a write step) are the same. Thus, qk and p are in
the same state in Cend (α′) and Cend (β ′), respectively; also, the memory state in Cend (α′) is the same as
in Cend (β ′); therefore, α′ | qk = β ′ | p.
For every i = k, the state of qi inCend (α′) is the same as its state inCend (α) and the state of p′ ∈ Pi in
Cend (β ′) is the same as its state in Cend (β). Therefore, for every i = k and any p′ ∈ Pi , α′ | qi = β ′ | p′.
By the inductive hypothesis, the sets of registers written in α and β are the same. In the extensions,
either no register is written or the same register is written. Therefore, the sets of registers written in α′
and β ′ are the same.
COROLLARY 2.1. If α is an execution and β is a multiplication of α, then α ≈ β.
In an anonymous model, neither the order of values in the input vector nor their multiplicity are
signif cant, as formalized by the next def nition and Lemma 2.2.
If X¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) is an input vector, then let set(X¯ ) be the set of distinct values in X¯ . The
multiplicity of xi ∈ set(X¯ ) in X¯ is the number of appearances of xi in X¯ ; it is denoted mult(xi , X¯ ).
The next lemma shows that for an input vector X¯ , if α is an execution such that the input set in α is
set(X¯ ) and the multiplicity of each value is smaller than its multiplicity in X¯ , then processes have to
decide on a value from R[X¯ ] in α.
LEMMA 2.2. Let P be a protocol that solves an agreement task R and let X¯ ∈ DR be an N-entry
input vector. Let Z¯ be an n-entry vector, n ≤ N , such that set(Z¯ ) = set(X¯ ) and for every x ∈ set(X¯ ),
mult(x, Z¯ ) ≤ mult(x, X¯ ). In every fair execution ofP with input Z¯ , processes decide on some y ∈ R[X¯ ].
Proof. Denote set(X¯ ) = set(Z¯ ) = {x1, . . . , xk}; let mi be mult(xi , Z¯ ) and ni be mult(xi , X¯ ).
Let α be a fair execution with input vector Z¯ ; let q1i , . . . , q
mi
i be the processes with input xi in α. For
every i , 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let P ji be {p ji } for every j , 1 ≤ j < mi and let Pmii be {pmii , . . . , pnii }. Consider an
execution β that is the multiplication of α by {P11 , . . . , Pm11 , . . . , P1k , . . . , Pmkk }.
The input vector in β is X¯ ; since α is fair for processes appearing in it, β is fair for processes appearing
in it. Thus, in β, every process decides on y ∈ R[X¯ ]. By Corollary 2.1, α ≈ β, and hence every process
in α decides on y ∈ R[X¯ ].
3. COMPUTING FUNCTIONS
3.1. A Characterization
In this section, we prove the following characterization of the computable functions in our model.
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FIG. 1. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 3.1.
THEOREM 3.1. A function f can be computed in the totally anonymous model if and only if f [X¯ ] =
f [Y¯ ], for every pair of input vectors X¯ , Y¯ ∈ D f such that set(X¯ ) ⊆ set(Y¯ ).
The multiplicity of values in the input vector does not affect the function’s output, and thus, the
characterization only refers to input sets (and not to input vectors).
As an example, consider a function which outputs the minimum of a set of input values with exactly
k different values (for some known constant k). It is easy to check that for every pair of legal tuples X¯
and Y¯ such that set(X¯ ) ⊆ set(Y¯ ) it must be that set(X¯ ) = set(Y¯ ). Hence, min[X¯ ] = min[Y¯ ].
Remark. Drula˘ has recently shown [6] that the same charaterization holds even when N , the number
of processes, is known to the processes.
We start with the necessary condition.
LEMMA 3.1. Given a function f, if there are input vectors X¯ , Y¯ ∈ D f such that set(X¯ ) ⊆ set(Y¯ ) and
f [X¯ ] = f [Y¯ ], then f cannot be computed in the totally anonymous model.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that P is a protocol for computing f . Let X¯ , Y¯ be in-
put vectors such that set(X¯ ) ⊆ set(Y¯ ) and f [X¯ ] = f [Y¯ ]. Without loss of generality, let set(X¯ ) be
{x1, . . . , xk} and let Y¯ be (x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xN ).
Informally, we let k processes with inputs x1, x2, . . . , xk run on their own, and eventually they decide
on f [X¯ ]. Then we let processes with inputs xk+1, . . . , xN run on their own; they have to decide on
f [Y¯ ] = f [X¯ ]. Therefore, the decision of the f rst k processes is incorrect. The formal arguments follow
(Fig. 1).
Let Ck0 be an initial conf guration with processes q1, . . . , qk , where the input of qi is xi , and let σ be
a fair schedule of q1, . . . , qk . By Lemma 2.2, in a fair execution of P with input vector (x1, . . . , xk),
processes decide on f [X¯ ]. Thus, there is a f nite pref x, σ ′, of σ such that q1, . . . , qk decide on f [X¯ ] in
(Ck0 , σ ′).
Let C N0 be an initial conf guration with processes q1, . . . , qN , such that the input of qi in C N0 is xi .
(Ck0 , σ ′)  (C N0 , σ ′), and therefore, q1, . . . , qk decide on f [X¯ ] in (C N0 , σ ′). Let τ be a fair schedule of
q1, . . . , qN . Consider the execution γ = (C N0 , σ ′ · τ ). The input vector in γ is (x1, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . ,
xN )= Y¯ . Since τ is fair, γ is also fair and therefore, processes decide on f [Y¯ ] in γ . But q1, . . . , qk
decide on f [X¯ ] = f [Y¯ ] in γ , which is a contradiction.
To prove that the condition is suff cient, consider a function f satisfying the characterization of
Theorem 3.1, that is, f [X¯ ] = f [Y¯ ] for every pair of input vectors X¯ , Y¯ ∈ D f such that set(X¯ ) ⊆ set(Y¯ ).
A set Z = {z1, . . . , zk} is determining for f if there is a value val(Z ) such that for every input vector
X¯ ∈ D f , if Z ⊆ set(X¯ ) then f [X¯ ] = val(Z ). Clearly, if V ⊆ W ⊆ set(X¯ ) and V is a determining set
for f , then W is also a determining set for f . Since f satisf es the characterization of Theorem 3.1,
set(X¯ ) is a determining set, for every vector X¯ ∈ D f .
If V and W are determining sets that are included in set(X¯ ), then val(V ) = val(W ) = f [X¯ ]. This
implies the next lemma:
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Algorithm 1 Computing a function with bounded registers.
1: write(rx , true);
2: inputs ← {x};
3: for i = 1 to ∞ do
4: for j = 1 to i do
5: v ← read(r j );
6: if v = true then
7: inputs ← inputs ∪ { j};
8: if IsDetermining(inputs) then return val(inputs);
LEMMA 3.2. If a function f satisfies the characterization of Theorem 3.1, then for every input vector
X¯ ∈ D f , each determining set Z ⊆ set(X¯ ) determines the same output val(Z ).
In our protocols for computing functions, each process announces its input and waits until it sees a
determining set for the input set. Processes may see different determining sets, but Lemma 3.2 implies
that they determine the same output.
We start with a simple protocol using an unbounded number of Boolean registers. The protocol
assumes that the set of possible inputs is enumerable and treats them as natural numbers, for simplicity.
A Boolean register rx is used for every possible input x ; all registers are initially false. A process
announces its input x by writing true to rx and then repeatedly reads the registers (each time more and
more registers), until it obtains a determining set Z ; then it outputs val(Z ).
The code for process p with input x appears in Algorithm 1. The variables inputs, i , j and v are local
to each process. The predicate IsDetermining returns true if and only if its input is a determining set
for f .
LEMMA 3.3. Algorithm 1 computes a function f, if f satisfies the characterization of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let X¯ be an input vector. Since set(X¯ ) is a determining set, the shared memory contains a
determining set after all processes take one step. Thus, every process eventually sees a determining set
and terminates. By Lemma 3.2, every determining set determines the same output and all processes
decide on f [X¯ ].
3.2. Computing with Two Registers
We present a protocol using only two unbounded registers, list and result. The list register collects
all the inputs known so far, while the result register announces a decision. Both registers are initially
empty. As long as no decision is announced, a process makes sure that list contains all inputs it knows
of.
The code for process p with input x appears in Algorithm 2. The variables y, known, and inputs are
local to each process.
Let knowni (C) denote the value of known held by process pi in conf guration C .
For a conf guration C and a f nite schedule σ , if knowni (σ (C)) contains some input that does not
appear in knowni (C) then pi learns a new input in (C, σ ).
Algorithm 2 Computing a function with two registers.
1: known ← {x};
2: repeat
3: y ← read(result);
4: if y = empty then return val(y);
5: inputs ← read(list);
6: known ← inputs ∪ known;
7: if IsDetermining(known) then // is known a determining set for f ?
8: write(result, known);
9: return val(known);
10: if known = inputs then write(list, known);
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LEMMA 3.4. Let C be a reachable configuration of Algorithm 2 and let σ be a fair schedule. If for
every i, knowni (C) is not a determining set, then there is finite prefix τ of σ such that some process p j
learns a new input in (C, τ ).
Proof. Fix some fair schedule σ . Assume that for every i , knowni (C) is not a determining set. Since
the set of all inputs is a determining set, this implies that for every i , knowni (C) does not contain all
inputs.
Let σ ′ be a pref x of σ such that every process completes at least one full iteration of the repeat loop
(Lines 2–10) in (C, σ ′). Then there is a write to list in (C, σ ′). To see why, suppose that there is no
write to list in (C, σ ′). Consider some process pi . Since pi completes one full iteration in (C, σ ′), pi
reads list in Line 5 but does not write to it in Line 10, meaning that the condition in Line 10 is false. Let
Di be the conf guration in which pi checks the condition in Line 10. By the protocol, knowni (Di ), and
hence knowni (C), is included in the set that pi reads from list. This holds for every process pi ; since
knowni (C) includes pi ’s input, list includes all inputs. Therefore, known j (C) includes all inputs, where
p j is the last process writing to list before C , which is a contradiction.
Assume, by way of contradiction, that no process learns a new input in (C, σ ). Thus, whenever a
process writes, it writes the value of its known variable in conf gurationC to list; thus, after list is written
in σ ′, it contains the value of knownk(C), for some k. Moreover, the value in list at every intermediate
conf guration of (σ ′(C), σ −σ ′) is the value of knownk(C), for some k (possibly different k’s for different
conf gurations).
Fix a process p j for which the set known j (C) is minimal, in the sense that it does not properly contain
any other set knowni (C). Note that if for some process pi , knowni (C) = known j (C), then knowni (C)
contains an input which is not in known j (C). Thus, we have that if p j , or another process p j ′ for which
known j ′ (C) = known j (C), reads a value knowni (C) where knowni (C) = known j (C), then it learns a
new input. Thus we may assume that every such process p j ′ always reads known j (C) in (σ ′(C), σ −σ ′)
and hence never writes.
Therefore, some process pi for which knowni (C) = known j (C) eventually writes; henceforth,
known j (C) is never written to list. The next time p j reads after this write, it obtains a value knownk(C)
(for some k) which is different from known j (C); this is a contradiction.
LEMMA 3.5. Algorithm 2 computes a function f, if f satisfies the characterization of Theorem 3.1.
Proof. Let α be a fair execution of the protocol with input vector X¯ . By repeated application
of Lemma 3.4, eventually some process either knows a determining set or learns set(X¯ ), which by
Lemma 3.2 includes a determining set. Thus, in some conf guration in α some process knows a de-
termining set, writes this set to result, and terminates. After that, result contains a nonempty value,
and hence, all processes terminate. By the protocol, only determining sets are written to result, and by
Lemma 3.2, all processes decide on f [X¯ ].
3.3. Computing with a Single Register
We have seen that every function computable in the model can be computed with two unbounded
registers. This section explores which functions can be computed with a single unbounded register. The
next lemma shows that some computable functions cannot be computed with a single register.
LEMMA 3.6. Let f be a nonconstant function, such that X¯ ∈ D f if and only if X¯ is an N-entry
vector and X¯ contains exactly k different entries ( for some known constant k ≥ 2). If N > k, then f
is not computable with one register.
Proof. Let f be a nonconstant function that satisf es the def nition and is computable in the totally
anonymous model. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that f can be computed with one register.
Since f is computable in the model, Theorem 3.1 implies that the input set uniquely determines the
function value. Since f is nonconstant, there are two input vectors X¯ and X¯ ′ such that f [X¯ ] = f [X¯ ′].
Since f is computable in the model, there exists x ∈ set(X¯ ) such that x ∈ set(X¯ ′). Let x ′ be a value in
set(X¯ ′).
Consider the set S = set(X¯ ′) ∪ {x} − {x ′} and an N -vector Y¯ such that set(Y¯ ) = S. Y¯ is a legal
input vector for f since there are exactly k different values in Y¯ . We assume that f [Y¯ ] = f [X¯ ].
(If f [Y¯ ] = f [X¯ ], then f [Y¯ ] = f [X¯ ′] and a similar argument holds for Y¯ and X¯ ′.)
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Consider an execution α of k processes such that the input set in α is S. By Lemma 2.2, the processes
decide on f [Y¯ ] in α. It is clear that there exists a write in α (otherwise a process with input x cannot
decide correctly). Let p be a process that writes f rst in α and let a be the input of p in α.
By similar arguments, there is a write in an execution β of k processes in which the input set is set(X¯ ).
Let q be a process that writes f rst in β and let b be the input of q in β.
Suppose that both p and q decide in their solo executions; they must decide on different values—p
decides on f [Y¯ ] and q decides on f [X¯ ]. Consider the following execution: p runs until it is about to
take its f rst write step; then q runs by itself; since p does not write yet, q eventually decides on f [X¯ ];
then p continues to run; in its f rst step p writes to the only register and thus overwrites any trace of
the steps of q; therefore p eventually decides on f [Y¯ ]. In this execution p and q decide on different
values, which is a contradiction.
Therefore, one of them does not decide in its solo execution; suppose, without loss of generality, that
p does not decide in its solo execution.
Consider an execution γ of k + 1 processes: k processes that have input set set(Y¯ ) and a process
p with input a. First, p runs until it is ready to write the f rst time; then all other processes run; by
Lemma 2.2, they eventually decide on f [Y¯ ]. Then, p continues to run and in its f rst step p writes to the
only register and thus overwrites any trace of the other processes. Since p does not decide in its solo
execution, p never decides. Since k + 1 ≤ N and a ∈ set(Y¯ ), by Lemma 2.2, all processes eventually
decide in γ , which is a contradiction.
Thus, there is a function computable in the totally anonymous model that cannot be computed with
one register. In contrast, there are functions that can be computed with a single register. Algorithm 3
computes a function f , if the number of inputs, N , is known and all inputs are different. In this case,
the inputs can be used as process identif ers.
Clearly, f can be computed by collecting all the inputs. In the protocol, a single register list collects
the inputs. In the f rst stage, each process declares its input by adding it to list, in a manner similar to
Algorithm 2. When all inputs are written to list, a leader is chosen; the leader knows the function value.
In the second stage, the leader passes the function value to every other process by hand-shaking with
it. After hand-shaking with the leader, the process terminates; the leader terminates after hand-shaking
with all processes.
By arguments similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4, eventually the process with the minimal input
f nishes the f rst phase and starts the hand-shaking. It is easy to see that any nonleader process hand-
shakes with the leader and terminates. Therefore, the leader also terminates. This implies the correctness
of the protocol.
LEMMA 3.7. If f is a function computable in the totally anonymous model and N , the number of
inputs, is known and all inputs are different, then Algorithm 3 computes f .
3.4. Weak Computing
A protocol P weakly computes a function f if for every legal input vector X¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xN ) and
for every fair execution α, such that a process pi has an input xi in α, there is a process pi and a f nite
pref x of α in which pi writes f [X¯ ] into its local output register. That is, one process knows the function
value and terminates but it is possible that some (or even all) other processes do not know the output or
do not terminate.
It is clear that a function that can be (strongly) computed in the model can be weakly computed in it.
The other direction is also true—no other function can be weakly computed in the model.
Consider a function f that can be weakly computed in the model. Let P be a protocol that weakly
computes f . Consider protocol P ′ that uses, in addition to the shared registers used by P , a register
result. The code of a process pi in P ′ is as its code in P , but between every pair of steps in P , pi checks
if the result register is not empty, and if this is the case, it f nishes the protocol and returns the value it
read from result. When a process knows the function value according to P , it writes the value to the
result register. Since P is a protocol that weakly computes f , in any fair execution there is a process pi
that knows the function value. In P ′, this process writes the function value to result and, therefore, all
processes know the function value and terminate. Therefore, P ′ (strongly) computes f .
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Algorithm 3 Computing a function with one register.
known ← {x}; // x is the input of process p
repeat forever
inputs ← read(list);
if for some j : inputs = ack j or inputs contains token j then break;
// ack j and token j are constants, which cannot be inputs
known ← inputs ∪ known;
if |known| = N and x is the minimal value in known then break;
if not (known ⊆ inputs) then write(list, known);
if |known| = N and x is the minimal value in known then // p is the leader
for j = 2 to N do
repeat
write (list, 〈known, token j 〉);
repeat
l ← read(list);
until l = 〈known, token j 〉;
until l = ack j ;
write(list, 〈known, tokenN+1〉);
else // p is not a leader
repeat
l ← read(list);
until l contains token j for some j
known ← the f rst f eld in l
i ← order of x in known;
repeat
repeat
l ← read(list);
until l contains tokeni or (l contains token j or l = ack j for some j > i);
if l contains tokeni then write (list, acki );
until l contains token j or l = ack j for some j > i ;
LEMMA 3.8. A function f can be weakly computed in the totally anonymous model if and only if it
can be computed in it.
One unbounded shared register suff ces for weak computing. Consider a protocol like in Algorithm 2
but without the result register. The proof of Lemma 3.5 implies that this protocol weakly computes a
function f that satisf es the characterization.
COROLLARY 3.1. Every function that can be computed in the totally anonymous model can be weakly
computed with one unbounded shared register.
4. THE CONSENSUS TASK
Jayanti and Toueg [12] proved that no protocol solves binary consensus in the totally anonymous
model if the memory is not initialized. We now show that consensus can be solved when memory is
initialized, starting with binary consensus and then turning to the general case.
4.1. Binary Consensus
The protocol for binary consensus uses a procedure ReduceOne that reduces the disagreement in
processes’ inputs; it returns 0, 1, or ⊥. ReduceOne guarantees that at least one process returns 0 or 1,
that if some process returns v ∈ {0, 1} then v was the input of some process and that either only 1 and
⊥ are returned or the number of 1’s returned is smaller than the number of 1’s in the input.
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Algorithm 4 Binary consensus.
1: a ← x ;
2: for j = 1 to ∞ do
3: exist ← read(awake j [¬a]);
4: if exist = true then goto Line 12
5: a ← ReduceOne j (a);
6: if a =⊥ then goto Line 12
7: if j > 1 then
8: exist ← read(awake j−1[¬a]);
9: if exist = false then
10: write(decision, a);
11: decide a;
12: repeat
13: d ← read(decision);
14: until d = empty;
15: decide d;
procedure ReduceOne(x : 0..1): returns 0, 1, ⊥
16: write(awake[x], true);
17: w ← read(awake[¬x]);
18: if w = false then return x ;
19: else // w = true
20: if x = 0 then return ⊥;
21: else return 0 // x = 1
If N , an upper bound on the number of processes, is known, then consensus can be solved with N −1
copies of ReduceOne. A process starts the f rst copy of ReduceOne with its input; if it gets ⊥, then
it waits to read a nonempty value from a separate decision register; otherwise, it starts the next copy of
ReduceOne with the output from the current copy and follows the same rules. When a process gets
a non-⊥ output in the (N − 1)st copy of ReduceOne, it writes this value to the decision register and
decides on it; a process waiting for a nonempty value in the decision register decides upon reading this
value. It is guaranteed that at least one process participates in every copy of ReduceOne, in particular,
the (N − 1)st copy. Moreover, the inputs to all copies of ReduceOne are valid, and all processes have
the same output in the (N − 1)st copy of ReduceOne.
If the number of processes is unknown, we take an inf nite number of copies ofReduceOne. Process
p performs the copies ofReduceOne sequentially as in the simple solution, but before starting iteration
j with v, p checks if a process with ¬v already started iteration j . If so, p waits to read a nonempty
value from the decision register. When completing iteration j with v = ⊥, p checks if a process with
¬v was in iteration j − 1. If there is no such process, p writes its output from iteration j to the decision
register and terminates.
ReduceOne uses two Boolean shared registers, awake[0] and awake[1], both initially false. A
process p with input x writes true to awake[x] and reads the other register. If the other register contains
false, the procedure returns x to p. If the other register contains true and x = 0, the procedure returns
⊥ to p. If the other register contains true and x = 1, then the procedure returns 0 to p. The variable w
is local to each process.
The code for process p with input x appears in Algorithm 4. The variables a, j , exist, and d are local
to each process. The subscript j denotes the j th copy of ReduceOne and its registers. Note that the
code inspects the internal variables of ReduceOne (Lines 3 and 8).
We start with the properties of ReduceOne.
LEMMA 4.1. Procedure ReduceOne guarantees the following properties:
Nontriviality: The output of at least one process is not ⊥.
Validity: If the output of pi is v = ⊥, then the input of some process is v.
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Monotonicy: If some process outputs 0 and another process outputs 1, then the number of processes
with output 1 is strictly smaller than the number of processes with input 1.
Proof. When all processes have the same input v, they get v as output (Line 18), and this satisf es
all three properties; so, assume both 0 and 1 are inputs.
Nontriviality: A process with input 1 gets output 1 in Line 18 and output 0 in Line 21. Thus, it never
gets output ⊥.
Validity: A process with input 0 gets output 0 in Line 18 and output ⊥ in Line 20. A process with
input 1 gets output 0 in Line 21 only if it reads true from awake[0], implying that some process with
input 0 takes a step.
Monotonicy: Processes with input 0 never get output 1 (Lines 18 and 20). Therefore, we should show
that if there are both 0 and 1 in the outputs, then a process with input 1 decides on 0. If all processes
with input 1 read false from awake[0], then they output 1 (by Line 18). In this case, all processes with
input 0 read true from awake[1] and output ⊥ (Line 20). Otherwise, some process with input 1 reads
true from awake[0] and outputs 0 (Line 21).
We now turn to show that Algorithm 4 solves binary consensus.
LEMMA 4.2. For every k ≥ 1, if a process pi has input v in the kth copy of ReduceOne, then v is
an input of some process.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k.
Basis: By Line 1, pi ’s input to ReduceOne1 is its input to the consensus protocol.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for k. Process pi participates in ReduceOnek+1 only if it
has a non-⊥ output from ReduceOnek . The validity property of ReduceOne implies that pi ’s output
from ReduceOnek is the input of some process to ReduceOnek . By the inductive hypothesis, the
input of a process in ReduceOnek is the input of some process to the consensus protocol.
LEMMA 4.3. For every k, 1 ≤ k ≤ N , either all processes participating in ReduceOnek have the
same input or at most N − k processes have input 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k.
Basis: k = 1. If all processes have input 1 in ReduceOne1, then the lemma follows. Otherwise,
some process has input 0; hence, at most N − 1 processes have input 1, and the lemma follows.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for k. The input of pi in ReduceOnek+1, v, is its output
from ReduceOnek (Line 5). If all processes have input v in ReduceOnek , then by the validity of
ReduceOne all processes that get a non-⊥ output return v. Therefore, all processes have the same
input in iteration k + 1. If there are processes with input 0 and processes with input 1 in ReduceOnek ,
then by the inductive hypothesis, at most N − k processes have input 1. By the monotonicity of
ReduceOne, either all processes that get a non-⊥ output get the same output in ReduceOnek , in
which case the lemma clearly holds, or the number of processes with output 1 is less than the number
of processes with input 1. In the latter case, the number of processes with output 1 is at most N − k −1;
that is, the number of processes with input 1 in ReduceOnek+1 is at most N − (k + 1), as needed.
We say that a process decides in iteration k if it decides in Line 11 with j = k.
LEMMA 4.4. For every k ≥ 1, if no process decides in iteration k, then at least one process partici-
pates in the k + 1st copy of ReduceOne.
Proof. Let P be the set of processes participating in iteration k, and assume that no process in P
decides in iteration k. By the nontriviality property of ReduceOne, at least one process from P gets a
non-⊥ output inReduceOnek , and starts iteration k +1, by reading in Line 3. Let p be the f rst process
to read in Line 3 of iteration k + 1. Clearly, no process writes to registers of iteration k + 1 before this
read and therefore, p reads false in Line 3 and participates in ReduceOnek+1.
LEMMA 4.5. For every k ≥ 2, if some process decides on v in iteration k, then no process with input
¬v participates in iteration k.
Proof. Assume process p decides on v in Line 11 of iteration k. A process with input x starts
ReduceOnek−1 with a write to awakek−1[x] (Line 16); since p reads false from awakek−1[¬v] (Line 8),
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Algorithm 5 K -valued consensus.
1: for j = 0 to l − 1 do
2: d j ← BinaryConsensus j (b j );
3: if d j = b j then goto Line 6
4: write(decision, d); // d = bl−1 . . . b1b0
5: decide d;
6: repeat
7: d ← read(decision);
8: until d = empty;
9: decide d;
no process with input ¬v starts ReduceOnek−1 before p completes ReduceOnek . Thus, if a process
with input ¬v completes ReduceOnek−1, it reads true in Line 3 of iteration k and does not participate
in ReduceOnek .
LEMMA 4.6. Some process decides in iteration k ≤ N + 1.
Proof. By Lemma 4.4 for k = N , if no process decides in iterations 1, . . . , N , then some process
participates in iteration N +1. By Lemma 4.3, all processes have the same input v inReduceOneN . By
the validity of ReduceOne, they output v in ReduceOneN and in ReduceOneN+1. Since no process
has input ¬v in ReduceOneN , the read in Line 8 of iteration N + 1 returns false to every participating
process. Therefore, every process participating in iteration N + 1 decides.
THEOREM 4.1. Algorithm 4 solves binary consensus.
Proof. Lemma 4.2 implies the validity of the protocol. By Lemma 4.6, some process decides at
iteration N + 1 at most. Let k be the f rst iteration in which some process decides; let v be its decision.
By Lemma 4.5, all processes that decide in an iteration ≥k decide on v. These processes write v to
decision in Line 10. Therefore, every process executing Lines 12–14 (waiting for a decision) eventually
reads v from decision and decides on v.
Algorithm 4 has at most N + 1 iterations, each using two shared registers; therefore, the protocol
uses O(N ) shared registers. A process takes at most f ve steps in every iteration. Since there are at most
N + 1 iterations, a process takes O(N ) steps in the protocol.
4.2. General Consensus
Nonbinary consensus is achieved by agreeing (using binary consensus) on each bit of the output. We
f rst consider the case where the inputs are from a known domain, 0, 1, . . . , K − 1.
Denote l = log K , the length of the binary representation of K − 1. The protocol for K -valued
consensus uses l binary consensus protocols. In addition, there is a K +1-valued register decision, with
a value from {0, . . . , K − 1, empty}; it is initially empty. Each binary consensus protocol determines
one bit of the decision value.
A process p with input bl−1 . . . b1b0 starts iteration 0 with input b0. If p participates in iteration j
and the decision in this iteration is not b j then p does not participate in later iterations and waits for
a nonempty value in decision. If p participates in the last iteration, it writes the bits decided in all
iterations to decision.
The code for process p with input bl−1 . . . b1b0 appears in Algorithm 5. The variables d and j are
local to each process. BinaryConsensus j denotes the j th copy of Algorithm 4, for binary consensus.
LEMMA 4.7. For every k, 0 ≤ k < l, some process participates in iteration k.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k.
Basis: k = 0. Clearly, all processes participate in iteration 0.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for k and some process participates in iteration k. Clearly,
the decision in BinaryConsensusk is the input of some process participating in BinaryConsensusk ; this
process (at least) participates in iteration k + 1 (Line 3).
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Algorithm 6 General consensus.
1: for j = 0 to ∞ do
2: d j ← BinaryConsensus1j (b j );
3: if d j = b j then goto Line 10
4: if b j+1, b j+2, . . . are all zeros then end ← 1;
5: else end ← 0;
6: last ← BinaryConsensus2j (end);
7: if last = 1 then
8: write(decision, d j . . . d0);
9: decide d j . . . d0;
10: repeat
11: d ← read(decision);
12: until d = empty;
13: decide d;
By the code (Line 3), a process p with input b0, b1, . . . , bl−1 participates in iteration k + 1 only if
the decision in iteration k is bk . The following lemma follows by induction on k.
LEMMA 4.8. For every k, 0 ≤ k < l, a process with input b0, b1, . . . , bl−1 participates in iteration
k only if the decisions in iterations 0, 1, . . . , k − 1 are b0, b1, . . . , bk−1, respectively.
By Lemma 4.7, there are processes which participate in the last (l − 1)st iteration. By Lemma 4.8,
the decisions in iterations 0, 1, . . . , l − 1 compose the input of one of these processes, pi . Thus, all
processes terminate and decide on the same value, which is the input of pi . Therefore, we have the
following theorem:
THEOREM 4.2. Algorithm 5 solves K -valued consensus.
To handle unbounded inputs, the above protocol is modif ed so that every iteration consists of two
stages: In the f rst stage, as before, the processes solve binary consensus for the j th bit of the input. In
the second stage, processes decide whether to terminate the protocol, using binary consensus. A process
p with an input x = bl−1 . . . b1b0 participates in the second stage of iteration j , if the outputs in the
f rst stages of previous iterations are b j , . . . , b1, b0; p’s input to the second stage is 1, if all bits in x
after j are zero (there are no more signif cant bits in x), and 0 otherwise. If the decision in the second
stage is 1, then the processes decide on d j . . . d1d0. The code for process p with input x = bl−1 . . . b1b0
appears in Algorithm 6; its correctness proof is similar to the proof of Algorithm 5, and we do not repeat
it here.
5. SOLVING AN AGREEMENT TASK
In this section, we characterize the agreement tasks that can be solved in our model.
THEOREM 5.1. An agreement task R can be computed in the totally anonymous model if and only if
for every input vector X¯ ,
⋂
{R[Y¯ ] | Y¯ ∈ DR and set(Y¯ ) ⊇ set(X¯ )} = φ.
The consensus task satisf es this characterization and, as we have seen, it can be computed in our
model. The characterization of computable functions (Theorem 3.1) is a special case of Theorem 5.1,
when R is a function.
We start with the necessary condition.
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FIG. 2. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 5.1.
LEMMA 5.1. Given an agreement task R, if there is an input vector X¯ such that
⋂
{R[Y¯ ] | Y¯ ∈ DR and set(Y¯ ) ⊇ set(X¯ )} = φ,
then R cannot be solved in the totally anonymous model.
Proof. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that P is a protocol for solving R. Let X¯ be an input
vector satisfying the conditions of the lemma. Let set(X¯ ) be {x1, x2, . . . , xk}.
By Lemma 2.2, in every fair execution with input vector (x1, x2, . . . , xk), all processes decide on
z ∈ R[X¯ ]. Let Ck0 be an initial conf guration with processes q1, . . . , qk , where qi has input xi . Let σ be
a fair schedule of q1, . . . , qk and let σ ′ be a f nite pref x of σ such that q1, . . . , qk decide on z ∈ R[X¯ ]
in (Ck0 , σ ′).
There is Y¯ ∈DR such that z ∈ R[Y¯ ] and set(Y¯ )⊇ set(X¯ ). Otherwise, z ∈
⋂{R[Y¯ ] | Y¯ ∈ DR and
set(Y¯ ) ⊇ set(X¯ )}, contradicting the assumption on R.
Without loss of generality, Y¯ = (x1, x2, . . . , xk, xk+1, . . . , xN ). Let C N0 be an initial conf guration
with processes q1, . . . , qN , where qi has input xi . (Ck0 , σ ′)  (C N0 , σ ′); therefore, processes q1, . . . , qk
decide on z in (C N0 , σ ′) (Fig. 2).
Let τ be a fair schedule of processes q1, . . . , qN . Consider the execution γ = (C N0 , σ ′ · τ ). The input
vector in γ is Y¯ and γ is a fair execution; therefore, every process qi should decide on a value from
R[Y¯ ]. But q1, . . . , qk decide on z ∈ R[Y¯ ] in γ , which is a contradiction.
Lemma 5.1 generalizes the corresponding lemma for functions (Lemma 3.1). In Lemma 5.1, we take
a vector X¯ and an execution with decision z, and only then choose a vector Y¯ such that z ∈ R[Y¯ ]. Here
it is not possible to choose the two vectors arbitrarily as in Lemma 3.1, because the outputs for an input
vector can be different in different executions.
To prove that the condition is suff cient, consider an agreement task R satisfying the characterization
of Theorem 5.1.
The tower of set(X¯ ) is {set(Y¯ ) | Y¯ ∈ DR and set(Y¯ ) ⊇ set(X¯ )}. For every input vector X¯ , the set set(X¯ )
is in some tower; Fig. 3 presents the maximal towers for the domain {0, 1, 2}∗. There are three towers:
The tower of all input sets that contain 0, the tower of inputs that contain 1, and the tower of inputs that
contain 2. Note that the tower of a nonminimal input set is included in some tower of a minimal input
set, and thus it can be omitted. For example, the tower of input set {0, 1} is {{0, 1}, {0, 1, 2}}, and it is
included in the tower of 0 and the tower of 1.
FIG. 3. Towers for the domain {0, 1, 2}∗.
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By the assumption on R, each tower of a legal input vector has an output which is legal for all inputs
in the tower. Thus, if all processes agree on a tower to which the input vector belongs, they can solve
the agreement task. If a subset of the input set belongs to some tower, then the set belongs to the same
tower; thus, it suff ces to agree on some set in the tower. The idea of the solution is to reach consensus
on some subset of the input set, which is the input set of a legal input vector, and hence it determines
the output.
A set Z is a valid subset if Z = set(X¯ ) for some input vector X¯ ∈ DR . A valid subset, Z , can be
mapped in some predeterminedway to a towerwhich contains Z , fromwhich an output can be computed
in a unique way. Thus, once a valid subset is determined, the output can be locally computed by every
process.
The protocol determines a valid subset for a relation R iteratively; in every iteration, a different input
is picked, until the set of chosen values is a valid subset. A consensus protocol (shown in Section 4)
is used in every iteration to agree on the input picked. Note that in different executions, different valid
subsets (and hence outputs) may be found.
In addition to the registers used by the consensus protocols, the protocol uses an unbounded register,
agreement, initially empty. Every process pi acts according to the following rules.
• pi starts the f rst iteration with its input;
• if the decision in the j th consensus protocol is pi ’s input, then pi does not participate in later
iterations;
• if the decisions in the f rst j iterations form a valid subset, and pi participates in iteration j ,
then pi writes the subset to the agreement register.
• if pi stops participating at some stage, then it reads the agreement register until it obtains a
nonempty value.
• pi decides on an output determined by the value in agreement.
LEMMA 5.2. The above protocol solves an agreement task R, if R satisfies the characterization of
Theorem 5.1.
Proof. An input is the decision of a single iteration only, since all processes with this input do
not participate in later iterations. Therefore, the number of iterations in the protocol is bounded by the
number of different inputs, which is at most N . The set of all processes’ inputs is a valid subset, and in
every iteration some new input is chosen; hence, each process eventually decides on some valid subset
and terminates. All processes compute the same valid subset, since they agree on the same input in each
iteration; thus, they decide on the same output.
6. LOWER BOUNDS FOR BINARY CONSENSUS
6.1. Number of Registers
Fix a consensus protocol for N processes, p1, . . . , pN . The next def nitions slightly extend the notion
of valence introduced by Fischer et al. [8].
Let P ⊆ {p1, . . . , pN } be a set of processes. A conf guration C is 0-valent relative to P if only 0 is
decided on in a P-only execution from C ; similarly, C is 1-valent relative to P if only 1 is decided on
in a P-only execution from C . C is univalent relative to P if it is either 0-valent or 1-valent relative
to P; otherwise, C is bivalent relative to P: there is a P-only execution from C with decision 0 and a
P-only execution from C with decision 1.
If a conf gurationC is bivalent relative to P , thenC is also bivalent relative to a larger set of processes
P ′ ⊃ P; on the other hand, C may be univalent relative to a smaller set of processes P ′′ ⊂ P .
We often omit P when it is clear from the context; in particular, if a conf guration is reached by a
P-only execution, then its valence is evaluated relative to P .
Although processes do not fail, Lemma 2.2 can be used to show:
LEMMA 6.1. There is an initial configuration with two processes which is bivalent (relative to these
processes).
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Proof. Let C0 be an initial conf guration of two processes—p1 with input 0 and p2 with input 1.
By Lemma 2.2, p1 decides on 0 in an inf nite p1-only execution from C0, since X¯ = (0, . . . , 0) is
an N -entry input vector for consensus. Similarly, since Y¯ = (1, . . . , 1) is an N -entry input vector for
consensus, p2 decides on 1 in an inf nite p2-only execution from C0. Therefore, C0 is bivalent.
As in Burns and Lynch [4], a process p covers a register r in a conf guration C if the step of p from
C is a write to r ; we say that r is covered by p in C .
In order to prove the lower bound on the number of registers, we iteratively construct executions such
that in each successive execution, one more register is covered.
In the proof, a process iswaiting in an execution if it does not take steps. In each successive execution,
waiting processes cover all registers written in the execution so far. If no new register is written, the
waiting processes can overwrite all registers and continue execution as if the current execution fragment
never happened. Thus, an additional register must be written, and the execution can be extended with
one more covered register. The next lemma proves this property and is the inductive step of the lower
bound.
LEMMA 6.2. Let α be a finite execution of n ≤ N/2 processes, such that Cend (α) is bivalent (relative
to these n processes), k registers are covered in Cend (α), and all writes in α are to the covered registers.
There is a finite executionβ of 2n processes, such that Cend (β) is bivalent (relative to these2n processes),
k + 1 registers are covered in Cend (β), and all writes in β are to the covered registers.
Proof. Assume α is a f nite execution of q1, . . . , qn satisfying the conditions of the lemma, and let
α′ be the multiplication of α by {{p1, p′1}, . . . , {pn, p′n}}. Denote C = Cend (α) and C ′ = Cend (α′).
By Lemma 2.1, α | qi = α′ | p′i , for every i , and all writes in α′ are to the k covered registers, denoted
r1, . . . , rk . Thus, there are k processes p′i1 , . . . , p
′
ik in Cend (α
′) that cover r1, . . . , rk .
Consider a {p′1, . . . , p′n}-only fair schedule σ starting with p′i1 · p′i2 . . . p′ik ; that is, each of these k
covering processes takes one step among the f rst k steps of σ . The n inputs of p′1, . . . , p′n can be easily
extended to an N -vector of inputs for consensus. By Lemma 2.2, p′1, . . . , p′n decide in (C ′, σ ). Assume
that the decision in (C ′, σ ) is 0.
Since C is bivalent, there is a {q1, . . . , qn}-only schedule ρ such that 1 is decided in (C, ρ). Since
α | qi = α′ | pi for every i , it follows that there is a {p1, . . . , pn}-only schedule τ such that 1 is decided
in (C ′, τ ).
Assume there is a pref x τ ′ of τ such that τ ′(C ′) is univalent relative to the 2n processes and the only
writes in (C ′, τ ′) are to r1, . . . , rk . Since the decision in (C ′, τ ) is 1, τ ′(C ′) must be 1-valent. Consider
the execution (τ ′(C ′), σ ). Since all writes in (C ′, τ ′) are to r1, . . . , rk , the execution (τ ′(C ′), σ ), after the
writes to r1, . . . , rk , is the same as (C ′, σ ). Therefore, the decision in (τ ′(C ′), σ ) is also 0, contradicting
the fact that τ ′(C ′) is 1-valent (Fig. 4).
Therefore, there must be a write to a register other than r1, . . . , rk in (C ′, τ ) and the conf guration
before the f rst such write is bivalent. Let τ ′′ be the longest pref x of τ that does not include the f rst write
to rk+1 ∈ {r1, . . . , rk}. Let β be the execution extending α′ with the schedule τ ′′. In β, 2n processes
FIG. 4. Illustration for the proof of Lemma 6.2.
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participate; Cend (β) is bivalent relative to these 2n processes; k + 1 registers are covered in Cend (β):
r1, . . . , rk are covered by p′i1 , . . . , p
′
ik and by construction, rk+1 is also covered; all writes in β are to
r1, . . . , rk+1. Thus, β is the desired execution.
LEMMA 6.3. For every k, 0≤ k ≤ log N , there is an execution αk of 2k+1 processes such that Cend (αk)
is bivalent, k registers are covered in Cend (αk), and all writes in αk are to the k covered registers.
Proof. The proof is by simple induction on k.
Basis: k = 0. By Lemma 6.1, there is an initial conf guration C0 which is bivalent relative to two
processes. The empty execution of these processes from C0, denoted α0, has the required properties.
Inductive step: Assume that the lemma holds for k − 1, 1 ≤ k < log N . By Lemma 6.2, there is an
execution αk of 2 · 2k = 2k+1 processes, such that Cend (αk) is bivalent (relative to these processes), k
registers are covered in Cend (αk), and all writes in αk are to the k covered registers.
Taking k = log N − 1 in Lemma 6.3, we get:
THEOREM 6.1. In the totally anonymous model, a protocol solving consensus among N processes
requires log N − 1 shared registers.
6.2. Round Complexity
We start with a def nition of round complexity.
Given a (f nite) schedule σ of processes p1, . . . , pn , round1(σ ) is the minimal pref x of σ in which
every process pi appears, if such a pref x exists, and σ otherwise. If some process does not appear
in round1(σ ), then round1(σ ) is incomplete, otherwise round1(σ ) is complete. If for a given schedule
σ , round1(σ ), . . . , roundk(σ ) are def ned and roundk(σ ) is complete, then roundk+1(σ ) is round1(σ −
round1(σ ) − · · · − roundk(σ )). That is, roundk+1(σ ) is round1 of the suff x of σ without the k f rst
rounds.
The number of rounds in σ is the maximal k such that roundk(σ ) is complete.
For an execution α = (C0, σ ), round1(α), . . . , roundk(α) are induced in a natural way from the
rounds of σ . The number of rounds in α is the number of rounds in the schedule corresponding to the
maximal pref x of α in which no process decides.
The round complexity of a protocol is the maximal number of rounds in its executions.
For a schedule σ of p1, . . . , pn with k complete rounds, the set of processes that does not appear in
roundk+1(σ ) is denotedNYk+1(σ ) (not yet in round k+1);NYk+1(σ ) is empty if and only if roundk+1(σ )
is complete.
The next simple lemma shows that multiplication (def ned in Section 2.3.) preserves the number of
rounds and the NY sets.
LEMMA 6.4. Let σ be a schedule of q1, q2, . . . , qn with k complete rounds and let τ be the multi-
plication of σ by {P1, . . . , Pn}. Then τ has k complete rounds (of the processes ∪ni=1Pi ) and for every
p ∈ Pi , p ∈ NYk+1(τ ) if and only if qi ∈ NYk+1(σ ).
Proof. For every t , 1 ≤ t ≤ k, roundt (σ ) is complete, and thus every process qi appears at least once
in roundt (σ ). Therefore, the multiplication of roundt (σ ) is a complete round, since every process in Pi
appears at least once. Thus, the multiplication of round1(σ ) · round2(σ ) . . . roundk(σ ) by {P1, . . . , Pn}
includes k complete rounds. A process p ∈ Pi appears in the multiplication of roundk+1(σ ) if and only
if qi appears in roundk+1(σ ). Therefore, p ∈ NYk+1(τ ) if and only if qi ∈ NYk+1(σ ).
A conf guration C is critical (relative to a set of processes P) if there are two processes pi and p j
such that a step of pi in C leads to a v-valent conf guration (relative to P), for some v ∈ {0, 1}, while a
step of p j followed by a step of pi leads to a¬v-valent conf guration (relative to P). That is, the step pi
and the steps p j pi lead to conf gurations with the opposite valences. We say that pi is a critical leader
in C . The next lemma was used in [5, 8, 20].
LEMMA 6.5. Let C be a bivalent configuration (relative to P) and consider a process p ∈ P. Then
there is a finite P-only schedule σ such that either σ · p(C) is bivalent or p is a critical leader in σ (C).
Proof. If p(C) is bivalent then take σ to be the empty schedule. Otherwise, p(C) is univalent;
without loss of generality, p(C) is 0-valent. Since C is bivalent, there is a f nite P-only schedule τ such
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FIG. 5. Steps of p lead to different valence.
that τ (C) is 1-valent. Clearly, τ · p(C) is 1-valent. We consider what happens if p takes a step after each
pref x of τ (Fig. 5).
The lemma clearly holds if a step of p leads to a bivalent conf guration after some pref x of τ . So
assume that a step of p leads to a univalent conf guration from every conf guration in (C, τ ). Since p(C)
is 0-valent while τ · p(C) is 1-valent, there are two consecutive conf gurations in (C, τ ), denoted C0
and C1, such that a step of p from C0 leads to 0-valence and a step of p from C1 leads to 1-valence.
The pref x of τ leading to C0 is the desired schedule.
LetP be a binary consensus protocol for N processes. We iteratively construct executions of P , each
with one more round; all executions end with a bivalent conf guration.
LEMMA 6.6. Let α be an execution of n < N processes that includes exactly k complete rounds ( for
the n processes), such that Cend (α) is bivalent. Then there is an execution β of at most n + 1 processes
that includes k complete rounds, such that Cend (β) is bivalent and |NYk+1(β)| < |NYk+1(α)|.
Proof. Since Cend (α) is bivalent and α includes exactly k complete rounds, the k + 1st round of α
is incomplete; that is, NYk+1(α) is not empty. Consider some process pi ∈ NYk+1(α). By Lemma 6.5,
there is a f nite schedule τ such that either a step of pi in τ (Cend (α)) leads to a bivalent conf guration
or pi is a critical leader in τ (Cend (α)). Denote (α, τ ) by γ .
If a step of pi inCend (γ ) leads to a bivalent conf guration, then let β = (γ, pi ). All requirements hold:
n processes participate in β; Cend (β) is bivalent, by assumption; β is an extension of α and therefore
includes k complete rounds; pi is not in NYk+1(β), and therefore it includes at least one process less
than NYk+1(α). Therefore, β is the desired execution.
Otherwise, C = Cend (γ ) is a critical conf guration and pi is a critical leader in C , say, together with
process p j . Note that, since pi = p j , pi takes the same step in both executions.
Consider what are the next steps of pi and p j from C . If pi and p j access different registers or both
pi and p j read, then (C, pi · p j ) ≈ (C, p j · pi ). This contradicts the fact that pi · p j (C) is 0-valent and
p j · pi (C) is 1-valent. Therefore, pi and p j access the same register r and at least one of them writes
to r . There are two cases according to the operation applied by pi .
Case 1: pi reads from r and p j writes to r (Fig. 6). Consider an execution γ ′ which is themultiplica-
tion of γ by {{p1}, . . . , {pi , p′i }, . . . , {p j }, . . . , {pn}}. By Corollary 2.1, γ ′ ≈ γ . Denote C ′ = Cend (γ ′)
and look at the schedule π = pi · p j · p′i .
Since γ ′ | pi = γ | pi , γ ′ | p′i = γ | pi , and γ ′ | p j = γ | p j , and the step of p′i is read, it follows that
(C, pi · p j )  (C ′, pi · p j · p′i ). Since pi · p j (C) is 0-valent, if p′i does not take a step in a schedule σ ′,
then 0 is decided in (π (C ′), σ ′). Since γ ′ | pi = γ | pi , γ ′ | p′i = γ | pi , γ ′ | p j = γ | p j , and the step of
pi is read, it follows that (C, p j · pi )  (C ′, pi · p j · p′i ). Since p j · pi (C) is 1-valent, if pi does not
take a step in a schedule σ ′′, then 1 is decided in (π (C ′), σ ′′). Therefore, π (C ′) is bivalent.
Denote β = (γ ′, π ); n +1 processes participate in β. Cend (β) is bivalent and thus no process decides
in β. Lemma 6.4 implies that γ ′ includes k complete rounds, since γ includes k complete rounds.
Therefore, pi , p′i , p j are not in NYk+1(β). For every other process p, by Lemma 6.4, if p ∈ NYk+1(γ ′)
then p ∈ NYk+1(γ ) and thus p ∈ NYk+1(α). Since pi ∈ NYk+1(α), |NYk+1(β)| < |NYk+1(α)|.
Case 2: pi writes to r (Fig. 7). Consider an execution γ ′ that is the multiplication of γ by {{p1}, . . . ,
{pi }, . . . , {p j , p′j }, . . . , {pn}}. By Corollary 2.1, γ ′ ≈ γ . Denote C ′ = Cend (γ ′), and look at the
schedule π = p j · pi .
Since γ ′ | pi = γ | pi , γ ′ | p j = γ | p j , γ ′ | p′j = γ | p j , the step of pi is write to r , and p j
accesses r as well, it follows that (C, pi )  (C ′, p j · pi ). Since pi (C) is 0-valent, if p j does not take a
step in a schedule σ ′, then 0 is decided in (π(C ′), σ ′). Since γ ′ | pi = γ | pi and γ ′ | p j = γ | p j , it
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FIG. 6. Proof of Lemma 6.6 (Case 1): pi reads r and p j writes to r .
follows that (Cend (γ ), p j · pi )  (Cend (γ ′), p j · pi ). Since p j · pi (C) is 1-valent, if p′j does not take a
step in a schedule σ ′′, then 1 is decided in (π (Cend (γ )), σ ′′). Therefore, π (C ′) is bivalent.
Denote β = (γ ′, π ); n + 1 processes participate in β. Cend (β) is bivalent and thus no process
decides in β. By Lemma 6.4, γ ′ includes k complete rounds, since γ includes k complete rounds.
Therefore, pi , p j are not in NYk+1(β). By Lemma 6.4, for every process p = pi , p j , p′j , if p ∈
NYk+1(γ ′) then p ∈ NYk+1(γ ), and hence p ∈ NYk+1(α). If p j ∈ NYk+1(α) then p′j ∈ NYk+1(β); therefore,
since pi ∈ NYk+1(α), |NYk+1(β)| < |NYk+1(α)|. If p j ∈ NYk+1(α), then it is possible that p′j ∈ NYk+1(β).
However, both pi and p j are in NYk+1(α), but not in NYk+1(β); hence, |NYk+1(β)| < |NYk+1(α)| (one
process is added, but two processes are removed).
This lemma is used (within an induction) to prove the next lemma:
LEMMA 6.7. Let α be an execution of n ≤ N/2 processes with exactly k complete rounds such that
Cend (α) is bivalent. Then there is an execution β of at most 2n processes with k + 1 complete rounds
such that Cend (β) is bivalent.
Proof. For every i , 0 ≤ i ≤ n, we prove that there is an execution αi of at most n + i processes
which includes k complete rounds such that Cend (αi ) is bivalent and |NYk+1(αi )| ≤ n − i . The proof is
by induction on i .
FIG. 7. Proof of Lemma 6.6 (Case 2): pi writes to r .
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Basis: i = 0. The execution α0 = α is an execution of n processes that includes k complete rounds;
clearly, Cend (α0) is bivalent and |NYk+1(α0)| ≤ n.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for i , 0≤ i < n. That is, there is an execution αi of n + i pro-
cesseswith k complete rounds such thatCend (αi ) is bivalent and |NYk+1(αi )| ≤ n−i . If |NYk+1(αi )| < n−i
then take αi+1 = αi . Otherwise, the k + 1st round of αi is incomplete. By Lemma 6.6, there is an ex-
ecution αi+1 of n + i + 1 processes with k complete rounds, such that Cend (αi+1) is bivalent and
|NYk+1(αi+1)| < |NYk+1(αi )| ≤ n − i .
LEMMA 6.8. For every k, 0 ≤ k < log N , there is an execution βk of 2k+1 processes with k complete
rounds such that Cend (βk) is bivalent.
Proof. The proof is by induction on k.
Basis: k = 0. By Lemma 6.1, there is an initial conf guration which is bivalent relative to p0, p1; let
β0 be the empty execution of these two processes.
Inductive step: Suppose the lemma holds for k, 0 ≤ k < log N − 1. That is, there is an execution βk
of at most 2k+1 processes with k complete rounds, such that Cend (βk) is bivalent. Since 2k+1 ≤ N/2,
there is an execution βk+1 of at most 2k+2 processes with k + 1 complete rounds, such that Cend (βk+1)
is bivalent (by Lemma 6.7).
Applying Lemma 6.8 with k = log N − 1, we get our lower bound:
THEOREM 6.1. In the totally anonymous model, the round complexity of a protocol solving binary
consensus among N processes is (log N ).
7. CONCLUSIONS
This work studies the totally anonymous shared memory model of asynchronous distributed comput-
ing, where the processes are nonfaulty and the shared memory consists of read/write initialized registers
only. It shows characterizations of the functions and the agreement tasks which can be solved in this
model. In particular, the most natural example of an agreement task, (fault-free) consensus, can be
solved in the model. We also study the complexity of solving consensus and prove an (log N ) lower
bound on the number of registers and an (log N ) lower bound on the number of rounds needed for
solving consensus.
The totally anonymous model has interesting relations to other models: it is more powerful than the
fault-tolerant model [10, 14], since consensus can be solved. It is also more powerful than the totally
anonymous noninitialized model of Jayanti and Toueg [12], but is less powerful than their partially
anonymous model.
Several issues remain open in this research, one of them in the gap between the protocol for consensus
presented in this work that uses a linear number of registers and requires a linear number of rounds
and the logarithmic lower bounds presented here. Other possible directions for future research are to
consider stronger models, e.g., allowing partial synchrony or the use of randomized protocols.
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